Wednesday Walk Report
8/6/2016
Upper House Creek from Gordon Hartsman Park
Leader Fleur Stelling, CSU

Huon Creek Rd entrance.
We begin the walk with a fine specimen of
Eucalyptus bridgesiana or Apple Box to our left.
This, and the lovely Red gums (E blakelyi) a bit
further on, would all have been planted here. Fleur
points out how well the trees – both native and
exotic - grow in the riparian zone. This is because
there is plenty of water and the soil is rich in
nutrients washed down from higher in the
landscape. Riparian zones are incredibly important
in the landscape due to this richness.
Riparian: A riparian zone or riparian area is the interface between land and a river or stream. Plant habitats
and communities along the river margins and banks are called riparian vegetation. Riparian zones are
important in ecology, environmental management, and civil engineering because of their role in soil
conservation, their habitat biodiversity, and the influence they have on fauna and aquatic ecosystems,
including grasslands, woodlands, wetlands, or even non-vegetative areas. (Wikipedia)

Left: Apple Box
(E. bridgesiana)

Right: Blakeley’s Red
Gum (E. blakelyi)

Fleur points out the differences between the two common red gum species in this area: E blakelyi
(Blakely’s or Hill Red gum) and E camaldulensis (River Red gum). Examining the seed pods is a sure
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way to tell the difference, with Blakely’s having a pod shaped like a witches hat, and River Reds having
rounded pods with a pinched top. While Blakely’s grows on both the hills and flats, the River Reds
prefer wetter areas, especially the riparian zone.
The native vegetation type in this particular landscape is called ‘Creekline Grassy Woodland’
vegetation. This is an endangered vegetation type which supports a variety of native fauna. Fauna we
could expect to see living in this landscape include brushtail and ringtail possums, echidna, flying
foxes (red and grey headed), phascogales, gliders (greater, sugar and squirrel), koalas, platypus,
kangaroos, wallabies, wombats, water rats, antechinus, bandicoot and bats. In a restored Creekline
Grassy Woodland landscape there would be a large variety of native birds including wrens and
honeyeaters living on the insects and nectar supplied by the plants.
Fleur points out that in the past this area would have had at least 60 native plant species, from grasses
and groundcovers, to shrubs, wattles and Eucalypts. Much of the species diversity is in the ground
layer. The removal of native species and spread of non-native grasses such as Kilkuyu, and
replacement of Eucalypts with willow and poplars, have vastly simplified the landscape. The creek
here is now populated by just a few species which effectively prevent native plant seedlings from
emerging unassisted. This proliferation of non -native species creates the very opposite of
‘biodiversity’!
Biodiversity, a contraction of "biological diversity," generally refers to the variety and variability of life on
Earth. One of the most widely used definitions defines it in terms of the variability within species, between
species, and between ecosystems.[1] It is a measure of the variety of organisms present in different
ecosystems. (Wikipedia)

On our right we see good stands of phragmites and
cumbungi (right) in the creek – great for filtering and
slowing the water, good habitat for native water life,
and excellent in a flood as they lie down to allow the
water to pass.
As shown in the photo, the creek bank has been
sprayed to bare to create a defined ‘edge’ to the
mown park zone. This practice does however open the
banks to erosion and create space for wind-blown
annual grasses to colonise. Fleur recommends mass
planting of indigenous shrub species such as river
bottlebrush along the banks in this zone to hold the banks, create habitat and still delineate an ‘edge’.
River bottlebrush, like phragmites and cumbungi, will also lie down in a flood then stand up again
once the water has subsided, holding the banks with their fibrous root system.
On either bank of the creek we note planted shrubs and some self-established river red gum saplings.
The shrubs are not all indigenous, but are all native, and look to be a few years old. We see planted
Acacia dealbata and silver banksia – the one banksia species indigenous to this area. These are
important middle story species, providing food and shelter and shading out exotic grasses.
Indigenous: A species is defined as indigenous to a given region or ecosystem if its presence in that region
is the result of only natural process, with no human intervention. Every natural organism (as opposed to a
domesticated organism) has its own natural range of distribution in which it is regarded as indigenous.
Outside this range, a species may be introduced by human activity. (Wikipedia)
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Exotic: An introduced, alien, exotic, non-indigenous, or non-native species, or simply an introduction, is a
species living outside its native distributional range, which has arrived there by human activity, either
deliberate or accidental. Non-native species can have various effects on the local ecosystem. Introduced
species that become established and spread beyond the place of introduction are called invasive species.
(Wikipedia)

By far the majority of plants on both sides of the creek
are exotic: Willows including black willow, tortured willow
(right) and weeping willow; poplars; large and small
leafed privet (below left and centre); blackberries. These
are called woody weeds because of their woody trunks
and invasive habit.
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Other exotic plants such as canna lilies (right) and irises have been
deliberately planted and have the capacity to become invasive weeds
in this fertile landscape. Spreading groundcover weeds noted include
blackberry nightshade (below right), purple top or verbena (above
right) and variegated thistle (above left) . A fellow walker recalled a
story about someone who ended up in hospital after pulling
nightshade with bare hands: the moral “always wear gloves when
weeding!”.
Many of the weeds along this section of creek can be pulled by hand,
and as Fleur said, one of the most valuable things people could do to
halt the degradation of the creek is to pull a few weeds every time
they walk along the creek. Thistles, nightshade, verbena and privet
are all easy to recognise and pull by hand. Just shake the earth from
the roots and leave them there, they will not regrow. Exotic tree
seedlings can also be pulled by hand when the soil is wet.
A simple trick for recognising exotic tree seedlings is to walk in
winter: Any plant that has shed it’s leaves is a weed in this environment! No plant indigenous to
House Creek is deciduous.
Almost all along the creek it is noticeable that the adjoining residents value nature. Many gardens
proceed beyond the house block down the slope towards the creek and most are obviously well
tended. Some of our fellow walkers live here and are very keen to improve the habitat beyond their
back yard; Kat and Wayne and their neighbours have begun with mulched garden beds planted out
with natives which are looking great. Wayne is also trying to beat the weeds on the creek bank and
has planted trees. This is a fantastic start to restoring the creek environs and inspiring residents who
walk the track regularly and see these plantings take
off.
Further along on our left is a sad view of a back yard
“100% weeds”, with false acacia, cottonwoods and ivy
featuring (right). This will be a major work to restore,
although the residents have made a start in clearing
the acacia.
Tempting as it may be to ‘attack’ a job like this, the
scale of the work will require a massive focus of time,
energy and funds, and may well end in volunteer burnout and disappointment. A technique proven to
be much more successful in the long run is the Bradley method of bush regeneration, which involves
protecting the most intact areas first, and gradually spreading out from these patches – with the aim
of eventually joining them up.
The Bradley method of bush regeneration: The method was developed by sisters Eileen and Joan Bradley
and is based on allowing the native plants to re-colonise areas following, mainly, hand clearing of weeds.
The basic principle of the method is to work from the least weed infested areas to the most densely
infested. In the least infested areas there are abundant native plants and seed to colonise the area from
which weeds have been removed. In the dense weed infestations, the number of weed propagules far out
number native propagules so weed growth rather than native plant growth is favoured. See more about it
at http://www.anpsa.org.au/weeds4.html
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This basic technique could be augmented along
this section by planting indigenous plants back
into the landscape – starting with trees and
shrubs to outcompete the exotic grasses.
Concerted ‘woody weeding’ would also be
advantageous – perhaps by utilising the Green
Army or having community working bees.
Many thanks to all for this interesting, if damp,
walk, and thanks Alison for covering our
brochures on your way out! We finished with
morning tea including lemonade fruit and orange
cake.
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In Summary: Gordon Hartsman Park
Assets





Wide Riparian corridor providing a recreational and environmental green space in central Wodonga.
Some creek line native plantings
Neighbours with an interest in stewardship on upper House Creek.

Threats




Woody Weeds in riparian zone (Black Willow, Box Elder, Chinese Tallow, False Acacia, Poplars)
Berry based / fox bird spread plants (Privet, Briar Rose, Prunus, Blackberry, Ivy)
Other weeds (Iris, Euphorbia, Lilies, Periwinkle, Ivy, Ornamental grapes)

Management Actions
Planning






Develop a map based strategic Plan of Action for the park – showing core Assets, Threats and Actions
proposed and demonstrating the Vision.
Follow the Bradley Techniques - Protection of the Best Bits First.
Stage community works - Focus on establishment of large trees (especially river red gums) every 25m
along both sides of creek, regular removal of woody weeds when they can still be pulled by hand,
protection of existing native species and consolidation of small weed free areas before expansion.
Determine what’s manageable/ viable based on Community and Council support and resources
(volunteers, mulch, chainsaw / cut and paste options, Green Corp, Council crews; level of community /
local landholders support etc) before attempting large projects.

Engage private landholders adjoining the park:





Community events to build up goodwill.
Circulation or letter drop of pamphlets re Bush Invaders; reserve Aims and Management Plan; how you
(private landholders) can help; Assistance available (incentives, plants, etc); plant lists of preferred and
suitable non weedy natives for creek line.
Project opportunities: Gardens for Wildlife events to engage and educate re native plants and weeds.

General Engagement and Awareness:




Increase community Awareness - Natives vs Exotics/ Weeds species ID & recognition & Understanding
of threat status.
Negotiate with Council re engagement of residents in riparian zones, Green Army to assist with woody
weed removal, general cessation of planting woody weed species in Wodonga.
Edge zones: Round up edge zones have NO value – only encourage annual weeds and erosion.

Revegetation
Aim for
 Indigenous trees every 25m for arboreal mammals and suppression of grasses/ weeds.
 Indigenous understorey for food source and habitat
 House Creek = Exotic free zone (Natives only)
Methods
 Remove weeds in 30cm circle before planting (scalp/spray/shade out)
 Take advantage of competition and weed suppression principles - plant near established trees
 Mulched zones OK provided under existing established native tree zones (and out of flood zone) and
edged both sides preferably eg track edge.
Priorities
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Establish understorey around existing Eucalypts.
Stabilize creek banks with River Bottlebrush
Focus on riparian zone generally

Woody / weed control
Methods:
 Hand pulling small plants before difficult to manage (winter ideal)
 Cut and paste slightly larger plants
 Frill & paste or Chainsaw large plants
Approach:
 Follow Bradley Technique - Protection of Best bits First.
 Undertake the majority of weed maintenance in riparian zone during summer when creek low and
bed/bank accessible.
 Map progress
 Green Army CoW potential for Woody Weed cut and paste
 Landmates potential chainsaw crew - use Mulcher for waste via CoW or contract
Priorities:
 Prioritise aggressive invaders (Chinese Tallow, Box elder, privet, poplars, black willow, palm)

Connectivity


House Creek riparian zone.
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